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We develop a methodological framework and mathematical formulation which yields 20 
estimates of the uncertainty associated with the amounts of CO2 generated by carbonate-clays 21 
reactions (CCR) in large-scale subsurface systems to assist characterization of the main features of 22 
this geochemical process. Our approach couples a one-dimensional compaction model, providing the 23 
dynamics of the evolution of porosity, temperature and pressure along the vertical direction, with a 24 
chemical model able to quantify the partial pressure of CO2 resulting from minerals and pore water 25 
interaction. The modeling framework we propose allows (i) estimating the depth at which the source 26 
of gases is located and (ii) quantifying the amount of CO2 generated, based on the mineralogy of the 27 
sediments involved in the basin formation process. A distinctive objective of the study is the 28 
quantification of the way the uncertainty affecting chemical equilibrium constants propagates to 29 
model outputs, i.e., the flux of CO2. These parameters are considered as key sources of uncertainty in 30 
our modeling approach because temperature and pressure distributions associated with deep burial 31 
depths typically fall outside the range of validity of commonly employed geochemical databases and 32 
typically used geochemical software. We also analyze the impact of the relative abundancy of primary 33 
phases in the sediments on the activation of CCR processes. As a test bed, we consider a 34 
computational study where pressure and temperature conditions are representative of those observed 35 
in real sedimentary formation. Our results are conducive to the probabilistic assessment of (i) the 36 
characteristic pressure and temperature at which CCR leads to generation of CO2 in sedimentary 37 
systems, (ii) the order of magnitude of the CO2 generation rate that can be associated with CCR 38 





Natural accumulations of CO2 are commonly observed in sedimentary basins. The carbon 42 
dioxide occurs as a gaseous phase with proportions ranging from 5% to 100% of the total gas phase 43 
volume. These CO2 accumulations are exploited in several sectors, including, for example, the food 44 
industry (e.g., Broadhead et al., 2009) or within the context of Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR; e.g., 45 
Allis et al., 2001 and references therein) operations. They are also investigated as natural analogs for 46 
improving our understanding and design of subsurface CO2 storage protocols/technologies and for 47 
the assessment of the ensuing environmental risks associated with diverse migration pathways 48 
connecting sources with receptors (e.g., Metz et al., 2005). Accumulation of CO2 in sedimentary 49 
basins can lead to dilution of valuable hydrocarbon gas mixtures (e.g., methane and propane), thus 50 
reducing energy storage in a reservoir and resulting in an increased production cost (Imbus et al., 51 
1998). 52 
Various authors indicate diverse organic and/or inorganic processes as possible causes of 53 
natural CO2 accumulation (e.g., Higgs et al., 2013; Hutcheon and Abercrombie, 1990; Clayton et al., 54 
1990; van Berk et al., 2013; Smith and Ehrenberg, 1989; Chiodini et al., 2007; Ballentine et al., 2001; 55 
Cooper et al. 1997; Dubacq et al., 2012; Fischer et al. 2006; Houtcheon et al., 1980; Imbus et al, 1998; 56 
Cathles and Schoell, 2007; Kotarba and Nagao, 2008; Li et al, 2008; Mayo and Muller. 1997; 57 
Wycherley et al. 1999; Cai et al. 2001; Farmer, 1965; Goldsmith 1980 Arnórsson, 1986, Chiodini et 58 
al., 2000; Fischer et al., 2006 ). Among these sets of processes, in this study we focus on CO2 59 
generation in sedimentary formations through the Carbonate/Clay Reaction (CCR) mechanism. The 60 
role of CCR as a possible relevant CO2 generating mechanism in sedimentary systems is originally 61 
suggested by Hutcheon and Abercrombie (1990), Hutcheon et al. (1980), Hutcheon et al. (1990), 62 
Hutcheon et al. (1993). The feasibility of CCR occurrence in a sedimentary environment is supported 63 
by a significant amount of studies (e.g., Coudrain-Ribstein and Gouze, 1993, Coudrain-Ribstein et 64 
al., 1998, Cathles and Schoell, 2007; Giggenbach, 1980; Smith and Ehrenberg, 1989; Chiodini et al., 65 
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2007; Xu and Pruess, 2001; van Berk et al., 2009). These works document a series of field data about 66 
CO2 partial pressure and/or pore-water chemical compositions sampled in real sedimentary basins 67 
and/or computed through geochemical speciation models which are compatible with the CCR 68 
mechanism. Cathles and Schoell (2007) propose a clear and schematic conceptual model of CO2 69 
generation through CCR and provide a mathematical formulation relying on a chemical equilibrium 70 
model for the identification of the environmental conditions (temperature and pressure) at which CO2 71 
may be generated as a separate gas phase. These authors illustrate the use of their model through an 72 
exemplary setting assuming a time-invariant linear relationship between temperature and pressure, 73 
along the lines of Smith and Ehrenberg (1989). The results of this study suggest that CCR may 74 
become a relevant process for gaseous CO2 generation at a temperature of about 330 °C. Even as the 75 
results of the illustrative example of Cathles and Schoell (2007) are not directly transferable to a real 76 
sedimentary basin setting (where temperature and pressure vary with time according to a higher 77 
complexity pattern), they clearly suggests that the CO2 gas generation associated with CCR is 78 
expected to occur at very high temperatures and pressures. 79 
Uncertainties associated with thermodynamic parameters characterizing CCR are virtually 80 
ubiquitous. This is the consequence of a variety of factors (including, e.g., intrinsic natural variability 81 
of mineral compositions, non-ideal behavior of multiphase solutions, paucity and/or inaccuracy of 82 
available experimental data) and constitutes a critical challenge for the robust characterization of 83 
geochemical processes taking place at high temperature and pressure which are typically observed in 84 
deep sedimentary formations. 85 
In this context, the major objective of our study is to propose a general framework within 86 
which we develop a modeling approach which incorporates the uncertainty associated with the 87 
thermodynamic parameters characterizing the CCR mechanism to yield a quantitative estimation of 88 
the amount of CO2 released from CCR in sedimentary formations. Our approach is grounded on two 89 
coupled components: (i) a compaction model, simulating the burial history of a sedimentary basin; 90 
and (ii) a geochemical model which quantifies the amount of generated CO2 (as a dissolved or 91 
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separate gaseous/supercritical phase) on the basis of thermodynamic equilibrium concepts. For the 92 
purpose of demonstrating our approach, we consider the one-dimensional compaction model 93 
presented by Formaggia et al. (2013), Porta et al. (2014) and Colombo et al. (2016), other numerical 94 
models (eventually characterized by an increased degree of complexity) being fully compatible with 95 
our methodological framework. Quantification of CO2 in aqueous and gaseous phase in surface 96 
environments or shallow subsurface systems is generally tackled through a hydro-geochemical 97 
speciation software (e.g., Phreeqc, Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). Available databases supporting 98 
these software are typically considered as reliable within a range of temperatures lower than 300 °C. 99 
Settings of the kind investigated in this study are characterized by temperatures larger than 300 °C 100 
and pressure values significantly larger than those typically found in shallow aquifer systems. Hence, 101 
we employ here an ad-hoc geochemical model which is consistent with the formulations proposed by 102 
Giggenbach (1981), Coudrain-Ribstein et al. (1998) and Cathles and Schoell (2007) and can be 103 
applied in the presence of temperature/pressure conditions taking place in deep sedimentary 104 
formations. 105 
We highlight that a major element of novelty of our work is the analysis of the way 106 
uncertainties associated with the thermodynamic parameters employed to characterize the CCR 107 
mechanism, i.e., the mineral solubility and phase equilibrium constants, propagate to the final model 108 
outputs. These parameters are viewed as random model inputs characterized by a given probability 109 
density function (pdf). As a consequence, all outputs are considered in a probabilistic framework. A 110 
variety of additional sources of model and parametric uncertainty (Neuman, 2003) may affect the 111 
outputs of the proposed modeling approach. These include, e.g., the salinity of the brine and the 112 
feedback with other geochemical processes which may take place in sedimentary systems. In this 113 
work we focus on the characterization of parametric uncertainty related to thermodynamic 114 
equilibrium constants, because these parameters are not firmly constrained at the pressure and 115 
temperature conditions of interest. To the best of our knowledge, an assessment of this kind is still 116 
lacking in the context of basin scale modeling of CCR processes. 117 
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Key target quantities that we consider as model outputs are the amount of CO2 produced in 118 
the system and its temporal dynamics resulting from the compaction processes of the sediment 119 
evolving along geologic time scales. Results stemming from our approach include an explicit 120 
quantification of the depth at which the source of gaseous CO2 is located and of the impact of the 121 
relative abundance of primary phases affecting the generation of CO2. As a first test bed to illustrate 122 
our methodology, we implement the conceptual and numerical model proposed on a realistic 123 
sedimentary basin setting in terms of temperature-pressure-porosity, upon considering multiple 124 
scenarios in terms of relative abundance of CCR primary phases in the mineralogical assemblage. 125 
We base this study on a streamlined conceptual and numerical model of the system to allow (i) 126 
focusing on the stochastic analysis of selected uncertain quantities and (ii) comparing our results 127 
against available literature data. As such, we consider uncertainty to be embedded in the effects of 128 
the temperature on the thermodynamic constants regulating the equilibrium between CO2 - water - 129 
mineral phases, all of the remaining model features being treated as deterministic (see also Section 3 130 
for a detailed discussion). The methodological framework we propose is then portable to scenarios 131 
characterized by an increased level of complexity and in the presence of a variety of sources of 132 
uncertainty. 133 
The work is structured as follows: in Section 1 we provide a brief overview of the CCR 134 
process; Section 2 illustrates the theoretical framework and modeling workflow as well as the coupled 135 
formulation of the geochemical and basin models we employ to quantify the CO2 generated during 136 
the basin evolution; in Section 3 we illustrate the main sources of uncertainty which can arise in our 137 
modeling procedure and classify these into modeling and parametric uncertainties; in Section 4 we 138 
present the main results obtained by the implementation of the modeling workflow for a basin-scale 139 
case study; Section 5 is devoted to a detailed discussion and analysis of the results. We provide 140 
conclusions and an overview on future perspectives in Section 6. 141 
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1  Overview of CCR processes 142 
Previous works (e.g. Giggenbach , 1980) have shown that the presence of carbonate phases 143 
along with clays and/or alumino-silicates in high-temperature geothermal or sedimentary systems acts 144 
as a buffer system for the pore-water and might then control the partial pressure of CO2. Assuming 145 
that the rock-fluid system attains an equilibrium, we can model the interaction between carbonates, 146 
alumino-silicates, clays and CO2 as a single equilibrium reaction. The latter is typically termed 147 
Carbonate/Clays Reaction (CCR), following the nomenclature introduced by Hutcheon et al. (1980). 148 
Several authors (Giggenbach, 1978; Giggenbach, 1981; Giggenbach, 1984, Coudrain-149 
Ribstein et al., 1998; Cathles and Schoell, 2007; Hutcheon and Abercrombie, 1990; Hutcheon et al., 150 
1980; Hutcheon at al., 1989; Hutcheon et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 2000; Huang and Longo, 1994; Ueda 151 
et al., 2005) suggest a variety of chemical equilibrium relationships to depict the stoichiometry of 152 
CCR. Table 1 lists a set of CCRs following the study of Coudrain-Ribstein et al. (1998). These can 153 
be generalized through a chemical equilibrium relationship of the kind 154 
 1 1 1 1 0 2( )... ...m m m m n m n m gM M M M COα α α α α+ + + ++ + = + + +  (1) 155 
where Mk (k = 1, ..., n+m) represents the kth mineral phase involved in the process and αk are 156 
stoichiometric coefficients. 157 
Since the generation of CO2 is the result of the consumption of the mineral phases of the left 158 
hand side of (1), we indicate Mk with 1 ≤ k ≤ m or m + 1 ≤ k ≤ m + n as primary or secondary phases 159 
of the system, respectively. Primary phases include a carbonate mineral (which represents the source 160 
of CO2) together with other cations (e.g., Mg+2 and Ca+2), and additional clay/alumino-silicate phases. 161 
The latter act as source of other ions (e.g., OH- , Al3+ and K+) when dissolved in water. All reactions 162 
listed in Table 1 include dolomite as carbonate mineral. The secondary phases include CO2, clay 163 
minerals (e.g., chlorite, phoglopite, illite; Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013) and other species (e.g., calcite) 164 
which act as sinks for the ions released by the primary phases and represent a more stable 165 
mineralogical assemblage at large temperature (e.g., T > 300 °C), as compared to primary phases 166 
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(Giggenbach, 1981; Hutcheon and Abercrombie, 1990; Smith and Ehrenberg, 1989). Partitioning 167 
among primary and secondary phases in the system can be described through the equilibrium constant 168 
(
RK ). All phases appearing in (1) are in pure liquid or solid phases, CO2 being the only gaseous 169 
phase. The logarithmic transform of KR is 170 
 0 2( )
1 1
log log log log
n m m
R CO g k Mk k Mk
k m k
K a aα η α α
+
= + =
= + −∑ ∑  (2) 171 
Mka  and 2COη  respectively representing the activity of species Mk and the CO2 fugacity. Assuming 172 
that the fugacity coefficient of CO2 is equal to one (Hutcheon, 1990, Chiodini et al., 2007; Cathles 173 
and Schoell, 2007; Coudrain-Ribstein et al., 1998) yields 174 
 2 2( )
0
log




= =  (3) 175 
2COP  being the partial pressure of CO2 either in the gaseous or supercritical phase. Note that, according 176 
to our assumption, the numerical values of CO2 fugacity and partial pressure coincide (Anderson, 177 
2009). We provide additional discussion about the assumption of 2 2CO COPη = in Electronic Annex II. 178 
The value of log 
RK  (and therefore 2COP ) is a function of the local conditions of pressure and 179 
temperature, as discussed in Sections 2.2. 180 
The CCR process can be summarized by the phenomenological scheme illustrated in Fig. 1 181 
and described in the following. 182 
1. Given a sedimentary rock containing carbonates and clays/alumino-silicates, the amount of 183 
dissolved CO2 in the pore water is regulated by the chemical equilibrium among all phases 184 
(Fig. 1a). Even as a separate gas phase is not formed, the concept of partial pressure associated 185 
with gaseous species can be still preserved if referred to a fictive gas phase hypothetically at 186 
equilibrium with the pore water (Coudrain-Ribstein et al., 1998). 187 
2. Pressure and temperature typically increase throughout the burial process. Under these 188 
conditions, the sum of the partial pressures associated with gaseous species (CO2 and possibly 189 
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other species including, e.g., H2O(g), CH4(g)) might exceed the fluid environmental pressure. 190 
When this happens, a separate gas phase is generated (Fig.1b). In this work we consider only 191 
CO2 and H2O as possible gaseous species. 192 
3.  When CO2 (possibly mixed with other gases) is released as a gas phase, the difference 193 
between gas and fluid phase densities promotes upward migration of CO2. As a consequence 194 
of this migration, the equilibrium reaction (1) is shifted towards its right side (Fig. 1c) and the 195 
reactions listed in Table 1 can be considered as a quantitative transformation of the reactants 196 
(primary phases) into the products (secondary phases), as seen, e.g., in Cathles and Schoell 197 
(2007). 198 
Note that supercritical CO2 is likely to be expected at the pressure and temperature conditions 199 
characterizing sedimentary formations. We assume that the conceptual model proposed by Cathles 200 
and Schoell (2007) still holds when CO2 is in supercritical conditions. Supercritical CO2 is always 201 
characterized by lower density when compared to water and buoyancy effects always force the CO2- 202 
rich separate gas phase to migrate upwards as soon as it is generated (Battistelli et al., 2016; Span and 203 
Wagner, 1996; Johnson et al., 1992). For simplicity, we refer in the following to the separate CO2-204 
rich phase as gaseous CO2. 205 
When the conditions for the generation of a separate gas phase are not attained, CCR leads 206 
only to the formation of aqueous CO2 which remains dissolved in the pore-fluid. Dissolved CO2 can 207 
constitute a significant fraction of the overall CO2 amount released by CCR and its occurrence can 208 
be a relevant aspect to consider when the characterization of flow processes in sedimentary 209 
formations is of concern (Coudrain-Ribstein and Gouze, 1993; Chiodini et al., 2000; Farmer, 1965). 210 
2  Modeling workflow 211 
We illustrate here a procedure to compute the time, depths and temperature at which the 212 
process described in Fig. 1, i.e. the activation of the gaseous CO2 source, takes place. The two main 213 
constituents of the numerical modeling procedure we propose are: 214 
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1. a basin compaction model, providing the temporal dynamics of porosity, temperature, 215 
pressure and basin stratigraphy along the vertical direction in the presence of mechanical 216 
compaction; 217 
2. a geochemical model which allows computing the partial pressure of CO2 (PCO2 [Pa]) and the 218 
concentration of dissolved CO2 (CCO2 [mol/L]) as a function of temperature and pressure. 219 
Our modeling strategy focuses on the uncertainty associated with the identification of CO2 220 
sources and with the quantification of the resulting CO2 fluxes. Characterization of migration of CO2 221 
after its generation is beyond the scope of our study. Fig. 2 illustrates the key steps of the workflow, 222 
which is subdivided in three blocks: i) implementation of the burial model (Block 1), described in 223 
Section 2.1; ii) computation of the CO2 pore-water concentration and CO2 partial pressure (Block 2), 224 
illustrated in Section 2.2; and iii) estimation of CO2 generation rate and source location (Block 3), 225 
detailed in Section 2.3. All details on the computational steps of the model are reported in the 226 
Electronic Annex I where a step-by-step illustration of the procedure is included to assist 227 
reproducibility of the model implementation. 228 
2.1  Basin Model 229 
The quantification of the amount of CO2 generated in sedimentary systems requires the quantification 230 
of (i) porosity (φ), temperature (T), pressure (P) distributions and burial velocity of sediments (VSED, 231 
i.e., rate at which the sediments are displaced along the vertical direction) as a function of depth and 232 
time; and of (ii) the temporal evolution of the stratigraphy. In this study, we obtain these quantities 233 
through the one-dimensional compaction model proposed and tested by Formaggia et al. (2013), Porta 234 
et al. (2014), and Colombo et al. (2016). Further details related to the burial model implemented in 235 
this work can be found in Electronic Annex I. We highlight here that any type of 236 
compaction/diagenesis model (e.g., a three-dimensional model) is compatible with the proposed 237 
procedure, provided it renders a characterization of the dynamics of temperature, pressure, porosity 238 
and sediment burial velocity in the system. In this study, we consider the outputs of the basin model 239 
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(e.g., temperature and pressure distributions) as deterministic quantities, consistent with our focus on 240 
the quantification of the parametric uncertainty related to the geochemical model. Possible sources 241 
of uncertainty affecting the burial model are explicitly discussed in Section 3. 242 
2.1.1  Basin scale case study and compaction setting 243 
We illustrate the applicability of our methodological framework for the quantification of the 244 
uncertainty associated with estimates of CO2 generation at basin scale by focusing on an exemplary 245 
system inspired to a realistic compaction setting. 246 
We consider a basin deposition over a period of 135 Ma (Millions of years before present), 247 
from time t = 135 Ma, to present day (i.e., t = 0 Ma). According to our simplified compaction model, 248 
we assume the basin to be described as a one-dimensional system along the vertical direction. The 249 
paleo-bathimetry is constant and set equal to an elevation of 106 m (the Z-axis is considered to point 250 
downwards and the sea level to correspond to Z = 0). Carbonate sediments are deposited within the 251 
interval ranging from time t = 135 Ma and t = 23 Ma, leading to the formation of carbonate rock 252 
layers. Shale and sandy shale sediments are deposited within the period ranging from t = 23 Ma and 253 
t = 0 Ma, leading to mudrock after compaction. Sediment deposition rate (VD) at the basin top is 254 
imposed as boundary condition. We assume that it varies in time and can be described by a piecewise 255 
constant function of time across six time intervals as indicated in Table 2. A given temperature 256 
gradient of 32 °C /km is prescribed at the basement. Each sediment type is characterized by a given 257 
thermal conductivity of the solid matrix (KT), initial porosity (i.e., porosity at sediment deposition 258 
time, φ0), and vertical compressibility coefficients (β). We set the parameters KT, φ0 and β to the 259 
values listed in Table 3.  260 
We analyze the two possible scenarios of mineral composition associated with carbonate rock 261 
listed in Table 4. We highlight that: (i) Scenario Sdol considers dolomite as the only carbonate mineral 262 
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present in the rock; (ii) Scenario Scal is characterized by the presence of magnesiac limestone where 263 
calcite is the prevailing carbonate (73% in weight) and the fraction of dolomite is lower than 10. 264 
2.2  Geochemical modeling under uncertainty 265 
The main physical quantities which allow quantifying the CO2 generated by CCR are the 266 
partial pressure of the gas phases and the concentration of the CO2 dissolved in the fluid phase. We 267 
obtain these outputs starting from (1)-(3) and relying on the assumption that the activity of the pure 268 
solid mineral and liquid phases are set equal to unity (Giggenbach, 1980; Giggenbach, 1984). 269 
The dependence of PCO2 on temperature in (3) is assessed by relying on the thermochemical 270 
parameters collected in a thermodynamic database. Among the databases available in the literature 271 
(e.g., LLNL, Delany and Lundeen, 1990; Vminteq, Peterson, 1987; SOLMINEQ, Kharaka et al., 272 
1988), we select the Thermoddem database (Blanc et al., 2012) due to its completeness, traceability 273 
of data, and proven internal thermodynamic consistence, especially for the aluminum silicate phases 274 
(Blanc et al., 2015). 275 
In the remainder of the work, an uncertain (i.e., random) quantity ζ  is identified with the 276 
notation ζɶ . Our operational procedure relies on the following steps: 277 
1. A set of basis species is selected coherently to the chosen thermodynamic database (e.g., 278 
2 ( )lH O , ( )aqH
+ , 3 ( )aqHCO
− , 2 ( )aqCa
+ , 2 ( )aqMg
+ , 3 ( )aqAl
+ , ( )aqK
+ , 4 4( )aqH SiO ).  279 












= − + ≤ ≤ +
 (4) 281 
3. A speciation reaction Sk is defined for each Mk phase (k= 1, …, n+m) involved in reaction (1) 282 
to describe speciation in the formation fluid (which we consider as water) of Mk through the 283 
basis species selected in step 1. Uncertain chemical equilibrium constants 
SkK
ɶ  are quantified 284 
to characterize the speciation reaction Sk of phase Mk at temperature T. We do so by employing 285 
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the following equation derived from the Maier-Kelley heat capacity definition (Maier and 286 
Kelley, 1932; Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013; van Berk et al., 2009) 287 
 2log log
k k
Sk k k k
C E
K A B T D T
T T
= + + + +
ɶ ɶ
ɶɶ ɶ ɶ  (5) 288 
where ( ), , , ,k k k k kA B C D Eɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ  is a vector of uncertain quantities which are treated as independent 289 
random variables/parameters with an assigned probability density function (pdf). The 290 
characterization of the uncertainty of these parameters is discussed in Section 2.2.1. Note that 291 
the (5) allows evaluating the equilibrium constant 
SkK
ɶ  as a function of temperature while 292 
keeping the pressure of the system at a constant reference value of 1 bar. 293 
4. The equilibrium constant , ,1log R TKɶ  associated with reaction (1) is computed as (Coudrain-294 
Ribstein et al., 1998) 295 




R T k Sk S CO g
k
K K Kγ α
=
= −∑ɶ ɶ ɶ  (6) 296 
where , 2( )S CO gKɶ  is the equilibrium constant associated with the reaction defining the CO2 297 
(either gaseous or supercritic) in terms of its basis species. Note that , 2( )S CO gKɶ  is considered to 298 
be characterized by a relationship having the same format as (5) and is also considered as 299 
random. Subscript 1 appearing in , ,1log R TKɶ  indicates that the value of the equilibrium constant 300 
evaluated through (6) is associated with the reference pressure of 1 bar. 301 
5. We compute , ,R T PKɶ  as a modification of , ,1R TKɶ  to account for the high pressure at which the 302 
CCR process occurs according to the procedure proposed by Millero (1982). Further details 303 
can be found in Electronic Annex I.  304 
6. CO2 partial pressure 2COP
ɶ  is evaluated upon replacing log RK  with , ,log R T PKɶ  in (3). 305 
The activity 2( )CO aqaɶ  of carbon dioxide dissolved in the liquid phase can be estimate by considering 306 
the equilibrium as an effective model 307 
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2( ) 2( )g aqCO CO=         (7) . 308 
 309 
Assuming a unit coefficient activity associated with [CO2(aq)] (see Electronic Annex II for additional 310 
details about this assumption), we can directly derive the molar concentration of aqueous CO2 (311 
2( )CO aqC
ɶ [mol/l]) from the CO2 activity. A description of the detailed steps leading to the quantification 312 
of aqueous CO2 through our computational procedure are included in Electronic Annex I.  313 
Values of the uncertain quantities 2( )CO aqC
ɶ  and 2COP
ɶ  may be constrained by the effect of 314 
limiting reactants, as a consequence of relative abundancy of diverse primary phases. Given a mineral 315 
composition, the generation of CO2 takes place according to the equilibrium relationship (3) until one 316 
of the involved primary mineral phases vanishes. We then verify that the computed 2( )CO aqC
ɶ  is 317 
compatible with the maximum CO2 concentration (Cmax) associated with the complete depletion of 318 
the limiting reactant across all primary phases. We set CCO2(aq) = Cmax at locations where CCO2(aq) is 319 
larger than Cmax, and accordingly correct the associated value of PCO2. In the following we denote as 320 
2( )CO aq maxC C
ɶ  and 2CO maxP Cɶ  the values of dissolved CO2 and CO2 partial pressure conditional to the 321 
effect of limiting reactant. Additional computational details related to Cmax, 2( )CO aq maxC Cɶ , and 322 
2CO maxP C
ɶ  are included in Electronic Annex I. 323 
2.2.1 Characterization of uncertain model inputs 324 
Here we illustrate the stochastic characterization of the chemical equilibrium constants. We 325 
assess the consistency of the results stemming from the proposed procedure with available data of 326 
CO2 partial pressure in Sections 4.2 and 5.1. 327 
For the purpose of illustration of our uncertainty quantification procedure, hereinafter we 328 
focus on the following CCR (see Table 1) 329 
3 2 2 2 5 2 2 3 5 2 3 102 825 ( ) 2( ) 5 5 ( )CaMg CO Al Si O OH CO CaCO Mg Al Si O OS O H Hi O++ + = + +




We select this equilibrium reaction among those listed in Table 1 because all of the involved mineral 331 
phases are commonly found in sedimentary system (e.g., Hutcheon, 1990; Coudrain-Ribstein and 332 
Gouze, 1993) and it is in agreement with the mineralogical assemblage alteration observed in the 333 
Kootenay Formation studied by Hutcheon et al. (1980). We follow the procedure outlined in Section 334 
2.2 and start by selecting the following basis species 335 
 2 2 32 ( ) ( ) 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 4 4( ); ; ; ; ; ; ;l aq aq aq aq aq aq aqH O H HCO Ca Mg Al K H SiO
+ − + + + +  (9) 336 
We then write the following system governing speciation of all liquid and solid phases involved and 337 
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 (10) 339 
We characterize the equilibrium constants associated with (10) by relying on Thermoddem as a 340 
reference database (Blanc et al., 2012). We employ (5) to account for the influence of temperature, 341 
where parameters ( ), , , ,k k k k kA B C D Eɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ  are assumed to be uncertain. 342 
To streamline the uncertainty quantification procedure, we perform a preliminary sensitivity 343 
analysis by means of a numerical Monte Carlo procedure. This enables us to single out the 344 
contributions of the five parameters appearing in (5) to the variability of SkK
ɶ characterizing the 345 
reactions Sk presented in (10). In this framework, the five parameters ( ), , , ,k k k k kA B C D Eɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ  associated 346 
with the quantification of each log SkKɶ  are randomly sampled from uniform distributions centered on 347 
the reference value reported in Thermoddem and of width equal to ±20 % of such reference value. 348 
We compute the first order sensitivity index (SIh, h = A, B, C, D, E) for each parameter, according to 349 
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the variance-based method described, e.g., in Sobol (2001), Saltelli et al. (2008), and Razavi and 350 
Gupta (2015). These sensitivity indices represent the relative contribution of each uncertain parameter 351 
in (5) to the variance of log SkKɶ . These metrics are widely employed in diverse fields (e.g., Saltelli et 352 
al., 2008; Formaggia et al., 2013; Porta et al., 2014; Riva et al., 2015) to perform global sensitivity 353 
analysis of the output of a model as driven by a set of uncertain (random) model parameters. The 354 
results of this analysis reveal that the variability of log SkKɶ  computed through (8) is mainly due to the 355 
random variability of parameters kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ  (details not shown). These parameters are always 356 
associated with first order sensitivity indices (SIA and SID) larger than 0.43 for 0 °C ≤ T ≤ 400 °C, SIB, 357 
SIC and SIE always being lower than 0.02. On these bases, we set parameters B, C and E to the values 358 
listed in Thermoddem and consider kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ  as random input parameters in (5). 359 
We rely on laboratory scale mineral solubility experiments to characterize the uncertainty 360 
associated with kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ . As observed by Blanc et al. (2013), only a few experimental studies 361 
reporting values of SkK
ɶ  as a function of temperature are available, particularly with reference to clay 362 
minerals. The estimation of the coefficients embedded in Thermoddem is mostly based on 363 
thermodynamic calculations, which are associated with an uncertainty level which is difficult to 364 
quantify. Here, we employ the mineral solubility data for calcite and kaolinite reported by Plummer 365 
and Busenberg (1982) and Blanc et al. (2013). Plummer and Busenberg (1982) provide observations 366 
of the calcite speciation constant for a series of temperatures ranging from 0.1 °C to 89.7 °C. Blanc 367 
et al. (2013) collect a set of solubility experimental data related to kaolinite previously presented by 368 
various authors and associated with temperature values ranging between 25 °C and 300 °C. 369 
We employ the following procedure to quantify uncertainties associated with kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ . 370 
(with i = kaolinite, calcite) using the solubility experimental data indicated above: 371 
1. We calibrate model (5) against available experimental observations *SkK  upon estimating the 372 
parameters kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ  (with k = calcite, kaolinite) through a standard least square criterion. 373 
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As indicated above, parameters Bk, Ck, Ek are set to the corresponding values reported in 374 
Thermoddem. This procedure yields best estimates ( ˆkA , ˆ kD ) of parameters ( kAɶ , kDɶ ) and the 375 
related uncertainty expressed in terms of a 2×2 symmetric covariance matrix ˆkΨ . The results 376 
of these calculations are listed in the first two rows of Table 5. 377 
2. We consider that the entries of the uncertain parameter vectors ( ),k k kA D= ɶ ɶɶu  can be described 378 
through a bivariate Gaussian distribution with mean ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ,k kA Dµ =ɶu  and covariance matrix 379 
ˆ
k k=Ψ Ψ  (with k = calcite, kaolinite). 380 
No direct references are reported in the Thermoddem database to characterize the uncertainty 381 
associated with the equilibrium constants related to the remaining phases included in (8) (dolomite, 382 
clinochlore, quartz, CO2(g), CO2(aq)). In our illustrative example we resort to the following set of 383 
assumptions to characterize uncertainties associated with kA
ɶ  and 
kD
ɶ  (with k = dolomite, clinochlore, 384 
quartz, CO2(g), CO2(aq)): 385 
1. The vector of parameters ( ),k k kA D= ɶ ɶɶu  (with k = dolomite, clinochlore, quartz, CO2(g), 386 
CO2(aq)) is associated with a bivariate Gaussian distribution. Here, we assume that the 387 
entries of the vector of mean values ( )kµ ɶu  coincide with the values included in 388 
Thermoddem for each phase k (see Table 5). 389 
2. Affine minerals are characterized by the same parametric uncertainty, i.e., we set 390 
ˆ
dolomite calcite=Ψ Ψ  (as dolomite and calcite are both carbonates minerals) and 391 
ˆ
clinochlore kaolinite=Ψ Ψ  (as clinochlore and kaolinite are both clay minerals, Bergaya and 392 
Lagaly, 2013). 393 
3. The parameters describing the solubility of quartz and the water transition phase 394 
equilibrium are characterized by negligible uncertainty when compared against the 395 
uncertainty level of the equilibrium constants discussed above. 396 
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4. We set 2( ) 2( ) ˆCO g CO aq kaolinite= =Ψ Ψ Ψ , as ˆkaoliniteΨ  renders the highest level of uncertainty 397 
following estimation of the coefficients of (5) through the experimental data employed 398 
(i.e., solubility data of calcite and kaolinite). 399 
Mean values of the parameter distributions are listed in Table 5 together with the associated 400 
covariance matrix entries and the set of assumptions illustrated above. Note that these assumptions 401 
are not strictly required for the applicability of the proposed methodology and are here considered 402 
solely for illustrative purposes. In this sense, measurements on mineral solubility or equilibrium 403 
constants can readily be integrated in the proposed workflow when available. 404 
2.3  Quantitative assessment of CO2 generation and CCR mechanism activation at 405 
basin scale 406 
The basin compaction and geochemical models illustrated in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 allow 407 
assessing the desired dynamics of the CCR mechanism and quantifying the amount of CO2 generated 408 
(as gaseous or dissolved species) during the diagenetic process. 409 
Generation of a separate gas phase at a location Z and time t takes place when 410 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) 1
( , ) ( , )
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ɶ  (11) 411 
where ( ),P Z t  and ( ),gasP Z tɶ  respectively are the fluid pressure and the partial pressure of the gas 412 
phase. Note that ( ),P Z t  is rendered by the basin compaction model of choice (see Section 2.1) while 413 
CO2P
ɶ  is evaluated through the procedure illustrated in Section 2.2. The computation of partial pressure 414 
of water vapor, ( , )H2OP Z t , is detailed in Electronic Annex I. According to criterion (11), the space-415 
time locations at which the generation of gaseous CO2 may take place can be identified through the 416 
local values of the ratio Rɶ . For a given time level t, the activation of the mechanism is assigned to 417 
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 (12) 419 
i.e., the location of the CO2 source at time t, ( )actZ tɶ , is assumed to correspond to the shallowest depth 420 
at which Rɶ  ≥ 1, given that the mineral composition is compatible with CCR. Note that ( )actZ tɶ  is a 421 
function of time because of the temporal variability of vertical profiles of temperature and pressure. 422 
Definition (12) is consistent with the assumption that CO2 migrates instantaneously upwards when a 423 
gas phase is formed (see Fig. 1). Under such conditions, the primary phases of the equilibrium 424 
reaction (1) are progressively consumed because one of the secondary phases (CO2) is continuously 425 
driven away. This behavior is observed until the limiting reactant in (1) vanishes. We assume that the 426 
complete consumption of at least one primary phase takes place on a time scale that is considerably 427 
smaller than the one associated with the basin evolution. Therefore, the burial velocity of the 428 
sediment, ( ),SED actV Z tɶ , is a limiting factor for the generation of CO2 as a gas phase through a CCR 429 
mechanism. Under this assumption, we can then evaluate the rate of CO2 generation as 430 
 ( ) ( )2 2( ) , 1 ,CO CO SED act actF t m V Z t Z t Lφ ρ = ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ɶ ɶ ɶ  (13) 431 
Here, 2COFɶ  [kg/Ma] is the CO2 mass generation rate; L [m
2] is the planar cross sectional area of the 432 
basin/reservoir; and 2COm  [-] is  maximum amount of mass of CO2 released by unity mass of sediment 433 
(see Electronic Annex I for further detail about the computation of mCO2) . Note that, following (8), 434 
the limiting reactant is dolomite in the two mineralogical scenarios investigated in this work (Table 435 
3). When the gas generation mechanism is activated, the reaction evolves over time until at least one 436 
primary phase is exhausted (see Section 1). We note that 2COFɶ ≡ 0 when the mechanism is not 437 
activated (i.e., when ( )actZ t = ∅ɶ ). 438 
According to the conceptual model described above, at least one of the mineral phases 439 
involved in the CCR mechanism is expected to be exhausted at locations below the activation depth 440 
(i.e, for 
actZ Z> ɶ ) and the mineral phases equilibrium (1) leading to dissolved CO2 is no longer 441 
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possible. We therefore assume that the dissolved amount of CO2 is zero at all locations actZ Z> ɶ  (see 442 
Electronic Annex I for additional details about the computational procedure).  443 
3 Analysis of sources of uncertainty 444 
Any model which aims at quantifying CO2 generation in sedimentary basin is subject to 445 
considerable uncertainties. These are due to our incomplete knowledge of the processes involved and 446 
of the initial/boundary conditions together with the lack of information resulting from the large space-447 
time scales, which are characteristic of the evolution of sedimentary systems. Upon following 448 
Neuman (2003), we distinguish in the following sections between modeling and parametric 449 
uncertainties. This work is keyed to the development and implementation of a methodology for the 450 
quantification of the uncertainty stemming from our incomplete knowledge of equilibrium reaction 451 
constants. In this section we frame this choice within the context of uncertainty quantification and 452 
discuss a variety of possible sources of uncertainty which may be relevant to our setting. 453 
3.1 Model uncertainties 454 
Investigation of complex settings in earth and environmental sciences typically relies on the 455 
formulation of a conceptual-mathematical model which is consistent with available information on 456 
the system investigated. Multiple and competing conceptual models can be formulated, according to 457 
diverse interpretations of the processes underlying the target scenario. 458 
We list here key model uncertainties and the related assumptions associated with our setting. 459 
• While we focus on the occurrence of reaction (8), other geochemical processes may 460 
take place simultaneously during basin compaction. Different competing models could 461 
therefore be formulated according to which reaction (8) occurs jointly with a set of 462 
diagenetic processes (e.g., dolomitization, albitization, illitization, cracking of 463 
biological matter and many others). All these processes can jointly contribute to CO2 464 
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partial pressure and to increase/decrease or to the amount of CO2 which can be found 465 
in the system. The selection of the geochemical processes which should be considered 466 
and the formulation of a related model is not a trivial task and constitutes a remarkable 467 
source of model uncertainty. 468 
• The selection of the primary phases considered in the mineralogical assemblage is a 469 
key input to our methodology. This information is typically uncertain and various 470 
admissible hypotheses may be formulated, consistent with geological and 471 
sedimentological conceptual models and interpretations. Companion considerations 472 
hold on the assumed initial interstitial fluids composition (i.e., gas phase and brine). 473 
Our approach rests on the assumption that i) gaseous phase are CO2 and H2O, and ii) 474 
the initial pore-brine is pure water and the primary phases appearing in (8) are all 475 
available in the mineral composition. This is a simplification of the conditions 476 
encountered in real cases, but does not disable the proposed methodology. 477 
• The spatial arrangement of the mineral composition may be affected by heterogeneity 478 
at all scales. In our conceptual model we assume a uniform spatial distribution of 479 
primary mineral phases throughout the carbonate-rich sedimentary layers. The 480 
spatial/temporal distribution of minerals could alternatively be described as a 481 
stochastic process, whose main features should possibly be characterized through real 482 
mineralogical samples of a specific sedimentary basin case study. 483 
Quantification of the modeling uncertainties listed above may be performed through dedicated 484 
techniques (see, e.g., Neuman, 2003). While this task lies beyond the scope of the present work, we 485 
remark that these types of uncertainties should be carefully considered prior to applying the procedure 486 
outlined in Section 2 to the interpretation of observations from a real field site. 487 
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3.2  Parametric uncertainties 488 
An admissible conceptual/mathematical model of a process commonly includes a number of 489 
parameters. These are in turn associated with a given level of uncertainty due to lack of information. 490 
This incomplete knowledge about parameter values can be quantified through, e.g. statistical 491 
characterization of available experimental data via parameter estimation techniques. In this work, we 492 
a) present a rigorous methodology to account for parametric uncertainty associated with mineral 493 
solubility equilibrium constants and b) propagate such uncertainty throughout our geochemical model 494 
of choice, which is aimed at representing CCR. While the need to account for these parameters is 495 
ubiquitous in geochemical models of environmental systems, a rigorous quantification of their 496 
uncertainty and its ensuing effects is often neglected. To sharply delineate the effect of this specific 497 
source of parametric uncertainty, we do not consider here other sources of parametric uncertainties 498 
such as: a) properties of the sedimentary rocks, i.e., density, permeability, thermal diffusivity and 499 
mechanical compressibility; b) boundary conditions of the compaction problem, i.e., heat flux at basin 500 
basement, and temporal dynamics of sea level evolution and sediment deposition rate; and c) other 501 
parameters of the geochemical model, including relative abundance of each mineral phase in the 502 
primary assemblage (for the given the qualitative composition of the mineralogy, which falls into the 503 
category of modeling uncertainties, as discussed in Section 3.1), molar volume change during the 504 
reaction (8), and activity and fugacity coefficients.  505 
The influence of each set of parameters may be assessed through local and/or global sensitivity 506 
analysis techniques (e.g., Razavi and Gupta, 2015 and references therein), which we envision to 507 
explore in future works. 508 
4 Results 509 
This Section is devoted to a synthetic illustration of the results stemming from the 510 
implementation of the methodology proposed in Section 2.  511 
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4.1  Basin evolution 512 
The results depicted in Fig. 3 are obtained through the numerical solution of the basin 513 
compaction model illustrated in Section 2.1. Fig. 3a depicts the space-time evolution of the vertical 514 
stratigraphic sequence of the basin (i.e., the system geo-history). The total basin thickness at present 515 
day is also shown. Fig. 3b-d respectively depict the space-time evolution of porosity, temperature and 516 
pressure with reference to the stratigraphy displayed in Fig. 3a. The black vertical lines identify the 517 
times when the sediment deposition rate (VD) changes its value according to stepwise function 518 
described in Table 2 imposed at basin top.  519 
4.2  Consistency of geochemical modeling results with field data 520 
Here, we compare the results stemming from the application of our geochemical modeling 521 
approach against a set of field observations of CO2 partial pressures reported by Coudrain-Ribstein 522 
et al. (1998). This comparison aims at assessing the robustness of our procedure and of the 523 
assumptions underlying the uncertainty quantification steps proposed in Section 2.2.1. We focus on 524 
the variation of , ,log R T PKɶ  and 2log COPɶ  as a function of temperature and pressure. 525 
To this end, we perform a Monte Carlo sampling of the parameter space to obtain N 526 
realizations (here, we consider N = 105) of , ,log R T PKɶ  (6) as function of temperature and pressure. In 527 
the context of our comparison between field data and geochemical model outputs, we assume the 528 
following relationship between temperature and pressure (Smith and Ehrenberg, 1989; Cathles and 529 
Schoell, 2007) 530 
 [ ] 6( [ ] 298)P bar T K= −  (14) 531 
Fig. 4a depicts the dependence on temperature of the mean, median, and 1st- and 99th-percentiles of 532 
the sample distribution of , ,log R T PKɶ . Here and in the following we denote a percentile (or quantile) 533 
of the distribution of a random variable ςɶ  as ( )Wp ςɶ . The latter is defined as the value below which 534 
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a percentage equal to W of observations of ςɶ  falls. Note that the mean and the median coincide in 535 
Fig. 4a, , ,log R T PKɶ  being characterized by a symmetric sample distribution. 536 
The Monte Carlo sample of 2log COPɶ  values can be obtained from , ,log R T PKɶ  through (3). Fig. 537 
4b depicts percentiles ( )1 2log COp Pɶ , ( )50 2log COp Pɶ , and ( )99 2log COp Pɶ  as a function of temperature. 538 
These Monte Carlo - based results are juxtaposed in Fig. 4b to a set of available measurements of 539 
PCO2 reported by Coudrain-Ribstein et al. (1998) for sedimentary formations. The consistency of the 540 
results provided by our geochemical model and the field data depicted in Fig. 4b is discussed in 541 
Section 5.1. 542 
4.3  Quantitative assessment of CO2 generation and CCR mechanism activation 543 
We present here results associated with the way parametric uncertainty propagates to the 544 
outputs of the model described in Section 2.3, i.e., to the rate of generation of gaseous CO2 and to the 545 
total dissolved CO2. Characterization of parameter uncertainty relies on the procedure described in 546 
Section 2.2.1. The results are related to the mineral compositions Sdol and Scal (see Table 4) and are 547 
discussed in Section 5.2. All of the results presented are obtained upon relying on a sample of N = 548 
105 Monte Carlo realizations. 549 
Fig. 5 shows the vertical profiles of the percentiles of the partial pressure of CO2, 550 
( )2logW CO maxp P Cɶ , and of the ratio Rɶ  as defined in (11), ( )Wp Rɶ  (W = 1, 25, 50, 75, 99), at two 551 
selected time levels (t = 48, 0 Ma) and for scenarios Sdol and Scal. To complement this result, Fig. 6 552 
provides a comparison of the sample cdf (cumulative distribution function) of Rɶ  (11) at Z = 8 km for 553 
scenarios Sdol and Scal. Note that at t = 0 the top layer (0 < Z < 1.4 km) of the basin is formed by 554 
mudrocks (see Fig. 3a). Therefore, we set 2 0COP =  at these locations (see Fig. 5b and d), as we assume 555 
CCR happens exclusively in carbonates layers. 556 
The probability of activation GA(t) can then be as the sample probability (relative frequency) 557 
of observing at least one point in the domain for which 1R ≥ɶ , i.e., the generation of CO2 as a separate 558 
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phase through CCR is activated at time t. The procedure to compute GA is exemplified in Fig. 6, 559 
where the value R = 1 is identified by a vertical red line, which represents the conditions at which the 560 
CO2 generation as a separate gas phase is activated (see Section 2.3). The cdfs associated with the 561 
two diverse mineral compositions intercept the threshold line corresponding to R = 1 (i.e., the 562 
conditions at which the CO2 generation as a separate gas phase is activated) at different points, i.e., 563 
for R = 1 the cdf attains a value equal to 0.55 and 0.85, respectively for Sdol and Scal, indicating a 564 
different probability of activation in the two scenarios. Fig. 7 depicts the temporal evolution of GA (t) 565 
for Sdol and Scal across the overall basin history. 566 
Our procedure allows identifying not only the probability of activation at given time but also 567 
to estimate the location of the CO2 sources through (12). Fig. 8 depicts the sample probability (relative 568 
frequency) fZact,t that the activation of gaseous CO2 generation takes place at location actZɶ  at time t. 569 
In particular Fig. 8a displays fZact,10, i.e., fZact,t, for t =10 Ma, where the domain is comprised between 570 
the sea bottom (at 106 m) and 7.6 Km. We note that this relative frequency is computed upon 571 
considering the complete set of Monte Carlo realizations, including those for which 
actZ = ∅ɶ  572 







f dZ G t
Ω
=∫   (15) 574 
For example, the integral (15) evaluated at t = 10 Ma for scenario Sdol is equal to 0.30, which 575 
corresponds to the value of GA(t=10 Ma) for the corresponding scenario reported in Fig. 7. Fig. 8b-c 576 
depict the temporal dynamics of the relative frequency fZact,t for scenarios Sdol and Scal. As anticipated 577 
by the temporal variation of GA(t) in Fig. 7 the nonzero values are obtained for t < 50 Ma in both 578 
scenarios. The generation of gaseous CO2 takes place at actZɶ  > 4.8 km in the considered example for 579 
both mineral composition scenarios. 580 
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Figure 9-10 provide the probabilistic quantification of the generated CO2 in terms of (i) flux 581 
of gaseous CO2 generated as a result of the CCR process. 2COFɶ , as defined in (13), and (ii) 582 
concentration of dissolved CO2 ( )2( ) ,CO aq max actC C Zɶ ɶ . Fig. 9a depicts the relative frequency fF,t 583 
associated with 2log COFɶ  at time t for the overall basin history of scenario Sdol. Corresponding results 584 
for Scal are depicted in Fig. 9b. We set here L = 1 m2 in (13) so that the reported values of 2COFɶ are 585 
per unit (planar) area of the sedimentary basin. For completeness, Fig. 9a-b include the information 586 
(black solid curve) corresponding to the frequency of activation GA(t). Note that GA(t) ≡ 0 for 587 
] ] 45 Ma,  135 Mat ∈ , thus implying that 2 0COF ≡ɶ  across all Monte Carlo realizations for these 588 
simulation times. Indeed, fF,t = 0 for all non-zero values of 2COFɶ  for ] ] 45 Ma,  135 Mat ∈ . Fig. 9c 589 
depicts the sample cdfs of 2COFɶ  associated with the two time levels identified by the red dashed 590 
vertical lines in Fig. 9a, i.e., t = 20, and 0 Ma. 591 
Figure 10 reports the distribution along the basin depth of the relative frequency associated 592 
with the log-concentration ( )2( )log ,CO aq max actC C Zɶ ɶ  (denoted as fC,Z in Fig. 10a-b). Introducing here 593 
( ), 0C Zf  to denote the relative frequency associated with ( )2( ) , 0CO aq max actC C Z =ɶ ɶ , Fig. 10c, d) display 594 
the variation of ( ), 0C Zf  with Z for the two mineral compositions Sdol and Scal, respectively. 595 
5  Discussion 596 
This Section is devoted to the discussion and interpretation of the results illustrated in Section 597 
4. We focus in particular on the key results obtained in terms of the probabilistic assessment of CO2 598 
generation through CCR. 599 
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5.1 Geochemical modeling results 600 
With reference to Fig. 4a, we observe that all percentiles associated with , ,log R T PKɶ  tend to 601 
increase with temperature and pressure. Fig. 4a shows that a negligible probability is associated with 602 
positive values of , ,log R T PKɶ  when T < 50 °C, i.e. the equilibrium (8) favors primary phases over 603 
secondary phases. Otherwise, our results indicate that a probability very close to 1 is associated with 604 
values of , ,log 0R T PK >ɶ  for T > 100 °C. This finding is consistent with the results of Smith and 605 
Ehrenberg (1989) who suggest that CO2 formation is typically favored above 100-120°C as a 606 
consequence of carbonate phase consumption. 607 
Fig. 4b, shows that the partial pressure of CO2 tends to increase with temperature as a direct 608 
consequence of the trend of , ,log R T PKɶ  in Fig. 4a. The median value of 2log COPɶ , ( )50 2log COp Pɶ  is 609 
consistent with field observations (e.g., Texas, Norway and Thailand basins in Fig. 4b) for 610 
temperature values higher than 100 °C. Almost all of the field data reported by Coudrain-Ribstein et 611 
al. (1998) for this temperature range fall between ( )1 2log COp Pɶ  and ( )99 2log COp Pɶ , with the 612 
exception of a very limited number of points. Otherwise, the majority of the field data (mainly 613 
associated with Alberta, Paris, Arkansans and Medison basins in Fig. 4b) falls outside the range 614 
identified by ( )1 2log COp Pɶ  and ( )99 2log COp Pɶ  for T < 100 °C. The median value of 2log COPɶ  resulting 615 
from our simulations tends to overestimate the field data in this temperature range. Giggenbach 616 
(1981) suggests that dilution of aqueous CO2 in the system at shallow depth (corresponding to low 617 
temperature) can happen due to mixing of fresh and cold water (i.e., from meteoric precipitations) 618 
with groundwater. Moreover, Coudrain- Ribstein et al. (1998) observe that complex minerals such as 619 
illite or competing geochemical processes can play a relevant role at low temperature levels. The 620 
discussion of the consistency of the data with possible alternatives of physical and conceptual models 621 
as the ones suggested above is beyond the scope of the present work as previously explained in 622 
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Section 3.1. Here, we can highlight that our procedure leads to results which are consistent with the 623 
degree of variability of PCO2 values observed in real systems at temperatures T > 100 °C. 624 
5.2  CO2 generation and CCR mechanism activation 625 
We start our discussion by considering the characterization of 2COP
ɶ  as function of depth. All 626 
values of ( )2logW CO maxp P Cɶ  display a monotonic increase with depth (Fig. 5a-b) at the considered 627 
times and for both mineralogical composition scenarios. This behavior is consistent with the 628 
observation that (i) temperature and pressure increase with depth at all times (see Fig. 3c and d); and 629 
(ii) the equilibrium constant , ,log R T PKɶ  increases with temperature and pressure (see Fig. 4a), i.e., 630 
formation of CO2 is favored by the increase of temperature and pressure. Partial pressure of CO2 is 631 
computed only in those layers within which there is a mineral composition compatible with the CCR 632 
process, labeled as carbonate layers in Figure 3. The total basin thickness at t = 48 Ma is 633 
approximately equal to 5.5 km, the basin being completely constituted by carbonates rocks (see Fig. 634 
4a). Thus, we find 2 0CO maxP C >ɶ  across the whole computational domain (Fig. 5a). The impact of the 635 
limiting reactant associated with the two mineral composition scenarios is negligible at this time level 636 
and no significant differences are detected between values of ( )2logW CO maxp P Cɶ  computed for 637 
scenarios Scal and Sdol. We can then conclude that the dissolved CO2 concentration values rendered 638 
by the geochemical model at this time do not exceed the value of the maximum admissible 639 
concentration associated with either Sdol or Scal. Otherwise, the mineral composition at t = 0 Ma 640 
influences the statistical characterization of 2log CO maxP Cɶ  at large depths (Z > 6 km). We observe that 641 
( )2logW CO maxp P Cɶ  displays a different trend for depths larger than 6 km, according to the 642 
mineralogical composition considered. Fig. 6b suggests that the effect of limiting reactant affects all 643 
probability levels, i.e., ( )( ) ( )( )2 dol 2 callog logW CO max W CO maxp P C S p P C S>ɶ ɶ  for all considered values 644 
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of W even as the value of Cmax (quantifying the effect of limiting reactant) is a deterministically 645 
imposed upper boundary (see the Electronic Annex III for additional details).  646 
We then discuss the results obtained in terms of the activation of the generation of gaseous 647 
CO2. Values of Rɶ  associated with all of the considered percentiles ( )Ip Rɶ  increase with depth for 648 
both time levels considered (see Fig. 5c-d). This result indicates that the sum of gas partial pressures 649 
( 2COP
ɶ  and 2H OP ) tends to increase with depth at a faster rate than does the fluid pressure P. The 650 
difference ( ) ( )99 1p R p R−ɶ ɶ  markedly increases with depth, suggesting that the level of uncertainty 651 
associated with 2COP
ɶ  tends to increase with temperature and pressure. Consistent with Fig. 5b, the 652 
mineral composition scenario influences these results only for Z > 6 km. Fig. 6 presents the 653 
comparison of the sample cdfs (cumulative distribution functions) of Rɶ  (11) at Z = 8 km for scenarios 654 
Sdol and Scal. We observe that the relative proportions among the different minerals constituting the 655 
sediments influences the statistical distribution of Rɶ  and, consequently, the probability of generation 656 
of gaseous CO2. 657 
The value of the sample probability of generation of gaseous CO2 GA(t) increases with time 658 
(Fig. 7) and attains its highest value for the final simulation time (t = 0 Ma). It is possible to distinguish 659 
three stages according to the time evolution of  GA(t): (i) for ] ] 45 Ma,  135 Mat ∈ , where G ≡ 0; ii) 660 
for ] ] 20 Ma,  45 Mat ∈ , where 0 < G < 0.2, with comparable values for Sdol and Scal; and (iii) for 661 
] ] 0 Ma,  20 Mat ∈ , where GA continuously increases, with a trend which varies according to the 662 
mineralogical scenario. It can be noted that the probability of activation grows slower in time for 663 
scenario Scal than for Sdol.  664 
Our results suggest that the temperature range associated with locations where the activation 665 
of the process is possible, i.e., at which fZact,τ > 0, is comprised between 200 and 300 °C (compare 666 
Fig. 8b-c with Fig. 4c). This information can be highly valuable, e.g., to assess the prior probability 667 
of CCR being a key source of CO2 in natural systems (e.g., Jarvie and Jarvie, 2007). Cathles and 668 
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Schoell (2007) predict an activation temperature of 330°C through a deterministic approach similar 669 
to the one presented in Section 2 and a simple time-independent P-T relationship. Our results suggest 670 
that the generation of gaseous CO2 by CCR might take place also at lower temperatures when the 671 
parametric uncertainty related to the geochemical model are considered. 672 
With reference to the results depicted in Fig. 9 and related to the probabilistic analysis of 2COFɶ673 
, we note that nonzero (positive) values of the latter can be found only if the CCR mechanism is active 674 
at a given time, i.e., if ( )actZ t ≠ ∅ɶ , 2COFɶ  being equal to zero otherwise. The contour lines describing 675 
fF,t in Fig. 9a-b are qualitatively very similar. However, we observe a remarkable quantitative 676 
difference between the two scenarios analyzed: non-zero values of 2COFɶ  range between 12 and 31 677 
ton/Ma in scenario Sdol, while these are comprised between 1.0 and 2.5 ton/Ma for Scal. This result 678 
can be ascribed to the effect of the diverse fractions of dolomite characterizing Sdol and Scal and acting 679 
as the limiting reactant. The cdfs reported in Fig. 9c indicate that the nonzero values of 2COFɶ  display 680 
a modest variability for a given time level. This suggests that, even as the location of the source is 681 
characterized by remarkable variability across the Monte Carlo sample (see Fig. 8), porosity and 682 
sediment velocity which contribute to 2COFɶ  according to (13) display modest variability along the 683 
region of vertical domain where fZact,t > 0. Our results also show that the nonzero values of 2COFɶ  684 
observed at t = 20 Ma in the Monte Carlo sample are fewer than those obtained at t = 0 Ma. Note that 685 
the non-zero values of 2COFɶ  detected at t = 20 Ma are larger than their non-zero counterparts arising 686 
at t=0 Ma. For those realizations within which the generation of gaseous CO2 is activated, we obtain 687 
a CO2 generation rate of about 27 and 18 ton/Ma, respectively at t = 20, and 0 Ma. This difference is 688 
a consequence of the diverse values of the sediment burial velocity ( ( ),SED actV Z tɶ  in (13)) at the 689 
location where gaseous CO2 is generated. We exclude that porosity can play a relevant role in the 690 
different 2COFɶ  values obtained at t = 0 and 20 Ma as it is almost constant (approximately equal to 0.1) 691 
for Z > 4 km, where the CO2 source is located (see Fig. 3c). 692 
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We conclude our discussion by considering the distribution of ( )2( )log ,CO aq max actC C Zɶ ɶ  693 
(Eq.I.23 in the Electronic Annex I) depicted in Fig. 10. We recall that quantity ( ), 0C Zf  denotes the 694 
relative frequency associated with ( )2( ) , 0CO aq max actC C Z =ɶ ɶ . Fig. 10c, d) respectively depict the 695 
dependence of ( ), 0C Zf  on Z for Sdol and Scal. Note that, according to our conceptual model, 696 
( )2( ) , 0CO aq max actC C Z =ɶ ɶ  at all locations where mudstone layers are found and below the depth Zact. 697 
As such, we find ( ), 0 1C Zf =  at 0 < Z < 1.4 km. We observe that ( ), 0C Zf  ≡ 0 at 1.4 < Z < 4.5 km, 698 
suggesting that the concentration of dissolved CO2 attains non-zero values across the complete Monte 699 
Carlo set. Finally, the relative frequency ( ), 0C Zf  attains values higher than zero and lower than one 700 
and increases with depth for Z > 4.5 km. This finding is consistent with results of Fig. 8, showing that 701 
(i) Z = 4.5 km is the shallowest location at which the activation of the CCR mechanism is possible at 702 
t = 0 Ma and (ii) the probability to observe vanishing CO2 concentrations at a given location increases 703 
with the relative frequency that the depth of such a location is larger than that corresponding to Zact. 704 
Calculated values for concentration of dissolved CO2 display negligible dependence on 705 
mineral composition scenario, in contrast with 2COFɶ  (Fig. 9). The only impact of the mineral 706 
composition scenario on fC,Z is due to the upper bound maxC  imposed by the availability of reactants 707 
which leads to an increase of the relative frequency fC,Z of values ( )2( ) ,CO aq max act maxC C Z C=ɶ ɶ  at large 708 
depths within Scal (see Fig. 10b). This behavior follows from the observation that the extent of the 709 
region where the reaction can occur is limited by the available dolomite volume fraction in Scal (see 710 
Fig. 10d). 711 
6 Conclusions 712 
We present a methodology conducive to a probabilistic assessment of the amount of CO2 713 
generated in sedimentary basins as consequence of the interaction between carbonate and clay 714 
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minerals in the presence of pore-water. Our modeling strategy rests on the quantification of the 715 
uncertainty of chemical equilibrium parameters related to mineral solubility and the way it propagates 716 
to key model outputs. Application of the proposed workflow leads to a probabilistic assessment of: 717 
(i) the evolution of CO2 partial pressure and dissolved CO2 as a function of depth and time along the 718 
basin burial history; (ii) the location of the source where gaseous CO2 is released from the sediments; 719 
(iii) the amount of gaseous CO2 released per unit time. 720 
We illustrate our approach upon relying on a realistic basin compaction history meaning that 721 
temperature-pressure-porosity combinations are compatible with realistic fields. Our work provides 722 
a first attempt to quantify CO2 generation by CCR at geological scales with the explicit inclusion of 723 
a probabilistic assessment of the uncertainty stemming from the incomplete knowledge of mineral 724 
solubility and phase equilibrium constants at high temperatures. Due to its flexibility, we envision 725 
that the framework proposed here can be readily extended to include the uncertainty related to the 726 
basin pressure and temperature dynamics. We envision that the proposed model may be extended in 727 
future works to include other sources of model uncertainty, such as those associated with pore-water 728 
chemistry (e.g., salinity). 729 
Our uncertainty quantification is based on data of mineral solubility and phase equilibrium 730 
constants available at laboratory scales. We verify that the procedure we employ to characterize 731 
parametric uncertainty of the geochemical model leads to results which are consistent with field 732 
observations of CO2 partial pressure in sedimentary formations reported in the literature. 733 
Our study shows that the partial pressure of CO2 displays a monotonic and increasing trend 734 
with depth. This suggests that the increase of temperature taking place during a basin burial history 735 
favors the progressive generation of CO2 at the expense of carbonate mineral phases. CO2 is generated 736 
as a separate phase only under specific conditions which depend on temperature and pressure 737 
distributions. The probability that these conditions are encountered tends to increase with time and 738 
attains its largest value (around 0.45 in the setting we analyze) at the end of the simulation period, 739 
which represent the present day. In our example we find that generation of CO2 through CCR can 740 
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become effective at temperatures comprised between 200 and 300 °C. These specific results are 741 
conditional to the given compaction history of the basin and of the geochemical model structure 742 
selected in this study are therefore not amenable to direct transferability to diverse geological settings. 743 
Mineral compositions associated with sediments largely affect the flux of generated CO2. In 744 
the case we examine, the key driver is the amount of dolomite associated with the sediments and 745 
representing the source of CO2. In our illustrative example, the impact of model parameter uncertainty 746 
is stronger on the activation depth than on the CO2 generation rate. As a consequence, our findings 747 
suggest that reliable estimates of CO2 migration scenarios should rely on accurate characterization of 748 
mineral composition as well as geochemical model parameters. 749 
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Table 1: Examples of CCRs proposed in Coudrain-Ribstein et al. (1998) 
 Reaction 
R1 3 2 2 2 5 2 2 3 5 2 3 12 82 05 ( ) ( ) 5 52 ( )CaMg CO Al Si O OH CO CaCO Mg Al SiSiO OH HO O   
silicdolomite kaolinite calcite chla orite
 
R2 3 2 3 3 10 2 2 3 32 2 3 10 2 2 2 5 23 ( ) ( ) 2 3 32 ( ) ( ) ( )CaMg CO KAl Si O OH CO CaCO KMg AlSi O OH Al Si O OHSiO H O     
dolomite muscovite cs alcite phlilica ogopite kaolinite
 
 
R3 3 2 3 8 2 3 3 32 10 23 ( ) 3 3 ( ) ( )CaMg CO KAlSi O CO CaCO KMg AlSi O OHH O  
dolomite K-feldspar calcite phlogopite
 
 
R4 3 2 2 3 3 12 2 3 5 02 1 82 2 315 ( ) 2 ( ) 3 111 1 19 3 ( )CaMg CO Ca Al Si O OH CO CaCO Mg Al SiSi H O O OHO    
silicdolomite zoisite calcite chlora ite
 
 
R5 3 2 3 3 10 2 2 3 3 3 10 2 2 3 3 12 229 ( ) 3 ( ) 6 13 5 3 ( ) ( ) 2 ( )CaMg CO KAl Si O OH CO CaCO KMg AlSi O OH Ca Al SiSiO H O OHO    
dolomite muscovite calcitsil e phlogopite zoisiteica
 
R6 3 2 2 2 5 2 3 3 10 2 2 3 0.6 0.25 1.8 0.5 3.5 10 22 25 ( ) 5 ( ) 24 12 ( ) 5 5 20 ( ) 2CaMg CO Al Si O OH KAl Si O OH CO CaCO K Mg Al Al Si O OO HSi H O     







Table 2: Values of sediment depositional velocity (VD) as a function of time. The 
depositional velocity is assumed constant within each time interval.  
Time interval VD [m Ma
-1
] 
  96 Ma,  135 Mat  23.6 
  48 Ma,  96 Mat  140 
  34 Ma,  48 Mat  89.8 
  23 Ma,  34 Mat  110 
  5 Ma,  23 Mat  132 






Table 3: Main characteristics (thermal matrix conductivity KT, porosity at deposition 0 and 
compressibility coefficients β) of the sediment types considered. 






] 0 [-] β [Pa] 
Carbonate  2.93 0.42 4.6 x 10
-8
 
Shale  1.90 0.78 25 x 10
-8
 



























Sdol - 74 21 5 - - - - - 






Table 5: Characterization of the uncertain (random) model inputs (see the text for notation). 




Calcite -851.1 310.1 0.0104 0.0017 -0.0042 Estimated by solubility data 
Kaolinite -984.2 353.8 13.19 1.92 -5.03 Estimated by solubility data 
Dolomite -1781.4 647.1 0.0104 0.0017 -0.0042 
Belongs to the carbonate mineral 
class as calcite 
Quartz -19.9 -84503.0 0 0 0 No uncertainty 
Clinochlore -2858.9 1029.1 13.19 1.92 -5.03 
Belongs to the clay mineral class 
as kaolinite 
CO2(g) -593.1 212.8 13.19 1.92 -5.03 Largest uncertainty estimated 
H2O(g) -23.21 5.925 0 0 0 No uncertainty 






Figure 1: Outline of the carbonate/clay reactions mechanism (Cathles and Schoell, 2009): (a) 
the chemical system is at equilibrium and a separate gaseous CO2 phase is absent; (b) the system 
reaches a new chemical equilibrium where gas partial pressure is higher than environmental 
pressure; (c) a separate CO2 phase is formed and starts to migrate upwards due to buoyancy. 
Symbols P and Pgas respectively denote the pressure of the interstitial water and the sum of the 
partial pressure of all gaseous species formed in the pore-water along with CO2. .............................. 3 
Figure 2: Outline of the key steps of the modeling workflow. The overall procedure is 
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Figure 3: Computed space-time evolution of (a) stratigraphic sequence, (b) porosity; (c) 
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(ages of sediment layers are explicitly indicated) is depicted for completeness (Figure 3a). Solid 
vertical lines indicate the times associated with variations in the depositional velocity imposed at 
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Figure 4: (a) Sample mean (red curve) and percentiles p1, p50, p99 (blue curves) of , ,log R T PK  
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Figure 7: Sample probability (relative frequency) of occurrence of CO2 generation as 
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Figure 9: Color map of relative frequencies of logarithmically transformed values of the CO2 
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Figure 10: Color map of sample probabilities (relative frequencies) associated with vertical 
distributions of (a-b)  log ,CO2(aq) max actC C Z  at t = 0 Ma, for mineral composition scenarios (a) Sdol, 
and (b) Scal. The red dashed curve in (b) corresponds to the threshold value Cmax. Panels (d) and (e) 
depict the vertical distribution of , (0)C Zf , i.e., relative frequencies of the occurrence of 
 , 0CO2(aq) max actC C Z   computed at t = 0 Ma. The stratigraphic column at t = 0 Ma is also depicted 
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Figure 5: Vertical distribution of the percentiles p1, p25, p50, p75, p99 of (a-b) log CO2P  and (c-
d) R  at t = (a, c) 0, (b, d) 48 Ma for mineralogy Sdol (solid curves) and Scal (dashed curves). 
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distributions of (a-b)  log ,CO2(aq) max actC C Z  at t = 0 Ma, for mineral composition scenarios (a) Sdol, 
and (b) Scal. The red dashed curve in (b) corresponds to the threshold value Cmax. Panels (c) and (d) 
depict the vertical distribution of , (0)C Zf , i.e., relative frequencies of the occurrence of 
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